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About This Content

The Norfolk Southern Big 7s add-on brings two variations of the GE Dash 7 locomotive to Train Simulator.

The 3,600 horsepower four-axle GE B36-7 was built from 1980 until 1985 as successor to the famous U36B ‘U-Boats’. Of the
230 locomotives produced, Seaboard System Railroad (which became part of CSX Transportation in 1986) and Conrail

purchased the majority between them. CSX became the last Class 1 railroad to include B36-7s in operational rosters.

The six-axle GE C36-7 predates the four-axle variant, having first been produced in 1978. Unlike the B36-7, however, the
majority were exported to overseas markets.

The Norfolk Southern Big 7s for Train Simulator, developed by DigitalTrainModel, includes both the GE B36-7 High Nose and
Low Nose variants, plus GE C36-7 ph1 AD, ph1 GSC and ph2 GSC variants in Norfolk Southern livery, and non-driver models
as ‘dead’ rolling stock. Other features include class lights, step lights and number board lights, speed recorder, ditch lights and

animated front and rear mirrors.

The locomotives are also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the Norfolk Southern Big 7s on any Quick
Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the

Norfolk Southern Coal District route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Five scenarios for the Norfolk Southern Coal District route:
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At the NS’ Beat: Part 1

At the NS’ Beat: Part 2

Signal to Signal

The Horse Power

Typical Work

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

GE B36-7 High Nose in Norfolk Southern livery

GE B36-7 Low Nose in Norfolk Southern livery

GE C36-7 ph1 AD in Norfolk Southern livery

GE C36-7 ph1 GSC in Norfolk Southern livery

GE C36-7 ph2 GSC in Norfolk Southern livery

Non-driver models of all locomotive for ‘dead’ rolling stock

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Norfolk Southern Coal District route

Download size: 367mb
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Title: Train Simulator: Norfolk Southern Big 7s Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
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Digital Train Model
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2015
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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A nice game about puzzle solving. It takes principles from 'sudoku' and has tons of puzzles to solve. First game I have seen
about puzzle solving that takes you more than ten hours to complete. If you are into puzzle solving you should check it out.. It's
not a bad game, really... just unremarkable. Waves of identical baddies come at you and you need to dodge or shoot them. The
repetitive enemies makes this feel bland and grindy.
. the game just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. can I have a refund This game doesnt launch because of some errors I tried
everything i can nothing DO NOT DOWNLOAD THIS GAME!. I have been racing RC cars for a long time. And so far I must
say that the driving experience is not close enough to the real thing. It could be allot better. Unlike VRC Pro, or real driving for
that matter, the views during gameplay do not corrispond with how you would naturally follow an RC car. What I mean by that
is you have an entire view of the track. The car looks a million miles away. But when your actually driving for real you focus
more on the car itself and use your perifrial vison and anticipation to see in front of the car. So in my opinion the screen should
pan differently when driving, and I hate to use this comparison but more like the screen movement on VRC Pro. That being said
my biggest complaint would be the fact that when you stop steering, the car seems to keep giong that direction for what seems
like half a second. Theres a huge delay for the steering to get centered up. The wheel is centered and the car continues to steer.
This is a huge proplem and it makes it near impossible to complete a lap without running into something. Iv'e tried to find
somplace where I can adjust this, or take it out completely but I simply couldnt. I was super stoked about this sim, but if you
cant drive the car consistantly it really takes the fun right out of it. I really wish I knew how to fix this handling issue. Other than
that, its a great idea, lots of cool fetures and I wish it was a finished product. The game would be totally awesome if it were just
simply more realistic like an actual simulator, and less like an arcade style "game" feel. Also, the diffucult, confusing, and pretty
much none existant ability to adjust the settings, or radio to make for a more realistic feel, as a long time racer in my opinion
this whats holing this back. There are allot of flying, and drone sims out there, but only one that focuses on racing cars alone.
And its not available for mac. Yet WAY more people race cars as opposed to flying. I know with this "game" they are trying to
cater to every aspect of RC, but in the end I think by trying to cover everything it takes away from the realism and development
of my personal passsion witch is car racing. Id like to say something positive about it, but with how lame the cars handle its hard
for me to do so. I only wish I could fix it, or change some settings and make it more realistic feeling. If theres something Im
doing wrong, or if somebody knows of a way to adjust the hanlding and steering delay, please by all means let me know. And
also keep in mind that my review is based on someone that is looking for a way to improve lap times and have a way to practice
for real racing without having to go to the track. So this is based on my experience with the cars only.. Putt-Putt\u00ae: Pep's
Birthday Surprise is a timeless classic. You cannot get better in nostalgia than this.
From the fine detail in the accurate run cycles of Pep, to the exciting skrrrt's of Putt-Putt, it's a finely crafted game.
I can say from experience, it is absolutely better than any other RPG game, including Breath of the Wild.
You will cry, you will laugh. It's a wild ride from start to finish.
Tragedy, horror, romance, you can get it all.
Graphics that can only be matched by KNACK on PS4. Truly stunning, and still ground-breaking, considering this game was
released over 15 years ago.

I highly recommend this game, it has given me a new perspective on life. For only 2.50$ USD you too can be completely
changed for the better.

Edit: Please beware if you are nonreligious. Before today, I myself refused to believe in any god. This game has completely
opened my eyes. I am now one with Him.

Edit #2 - 2\/26\/19:
I've hit rock bottom in my life. I decided to revisit Putt Putt: Pep's Birthday Surprise in an attempt to pick up whatever pieces of
my life were left to collect.
It didn't work
It's all over
IT DIDNT \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING WORK
I CANT \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DO THIS ANYMORE

IT'S ALL OVER
WHY HAVE YOU DONE THIS TO ME. I played the first game because it was on sale and the story is not really original and I
had no sympathy for the protagonist.
But this game:
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It's so much better than the first one and very original.
The acting is still a bit cheesy and the effects are outdated, but I was entertained and scared at some points.
It made me think which part of the game was reality or did it just happen in Curtis head.
I have a soft spot for adventure games and fmv and this is a classic I could tick of my list.
I don't regret buying it.
It's a bit short though I would have liked more options to explore and places and objects to interact.
It's not really point and click you just search for the next object that makes progress. A lot of it is trial an error.
But if you like old games give it a go.
=)
. Story isnt clear.
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Yes, it is a scrolling shooter, but it is super polished and has a suprisingly engaging story for a mech romp. If you are looking for
a polished VR experience, this is one of them. Certainly worth checking out, especially if on a sale.. Awesome game! Sets new
standards for RC games. Def my favorite game on Steam ATM. Would be kool to add more cars, on toad tracks, planes, etc in
the near future. And maybe support actual RC Controllers.. There is so little to really DO in this game. Player decisions are very
limited. The game almost plays by itself.

Faithful recreation of a board-game look and feel is nice. But there is too little 'game' in this game.. Suprisingly fun. What a
pleasant surprise this game turned out to be. I bought it on a whim because I previously played the original Spellforce and while
I enjoyed it somewhat I found it a bit too janky to complete. Soul harvest on the other hand has been a treat! The RPG elements
are really great, with excellent voice acting and an interesting story so far. The class system is pretty good, you choose 2 out of 9
class trees to create your characters, so there's lots of variety there (36 possibilities!).

It's got some nice long dialogs and it's ALL voice acted, that's a lot of voice acting for a little game like this - it's making certain
other games look bad! Yes, I'm looking at you POE 1&2!

The RTS maps are a bit time consuming, and admittedly I am not that great at RTS games in general, but so far it's been decent
as well. I'm mainly enjoying the RPG bits though, they're really great.

I'm very much looking forward to the revamp of the original Spellforce 3 with Soul Harvest's improvements. Yep, I'm playing it
backwards! Sue me :P

This game seems very niche so I'd really recommend giving it a shot if RPG+RTS hybrid is at all interesting to you. Show these
devs some love.. 10/10 Would put controller through monitor again!. Loved it , not long enough but a delight to play. My kids
had fun bustin ghosts.

Great concept for a quick fun VR game for kids.. SpellForce 3: Soul Harvest contains a lot of content for the asking price. The
game plays and looks very good. The campaign draws you in with a very good story and keeps you playing to see what happens
next. The changes to the game mechanics seem to make it more simplified than the previous version, but surprisingly works
well. I have yet to find any problems with this release, and given the asking price is definitely well worth the purchase.. its the
same old thing with pretty much every mission
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